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CERN

#Cern

Tom Hanks AKA Micheal Rockefeller was head of the
OTO (The Ordo Templi Orientis, started by Aleister
Crowley) and Tom was in charge of all of Hollywood.

abbreviations.com/CERN 

https://ufosightingsfootage.uk/2018/06/a-message-from-
anonymous-cern-alert.html… 

CERN
Looking for online definition of CERN or what CERN stands for? CERN is listed in
the World's largest and most authoritative dictionary database of abbreviations and
acronyms

https://acronyms.thefreedictionary.com/CERN
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…

Q&A: Rick Field, the physicist in the family
Physicist Rick Field discusses physics, Hollywood and a recent appearance by his
sister, actress Sally Field, on the Late Show with David Letterman.

https://symmetrymagazine.org/article/may-2014/qa-rick-field-the-physicist-in-the-family

It is rumored that CERN is responsible for the Mandela effect

Secrets of CERN! Mandela Effect, Portals & More [Video] Jay Myers – Are we living

in the Twilight Zone? Many have the strange feeling the world around us has

changed. Are the experiments taking place at CERN actually -

-shifting us into another dimension?

What is the universe made of? At CERN, we probe the fundamental structure of the

particles that make up everything around us. We do so using the world's largest and

most complex scientific instruments.

Shift Frequency
Environment, Finance, Health, Politics, Spirituality

http://Shiftfrequency.com

https://home.cern/about/who-we-are/our-history… 

ASACUSA researchers create and study new exotic atom at PSI
A team of researchers from the ASACUSA collaboration have taken experimental
equipment from CERN to the Paul Scherrer Institut (PSI) near Zurich to create a
theoretically predicted but never before v…

https://home.cern/news/news/physics/asacusa-researchers-create-and-study-new-exo…
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CERN and Bible Prophecy Nataraja

https://shiftfrequency.com/shiva-the-god-of-destruction-cern-and-the-who-

opening-the-portals-of-hell/… 

… 

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nataraja 

https://ufosightingsfootage.uk/2018/06/a-message-from-anonymous-cern-

alert.html… 

… 

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shiva 

https://home.cern/abouthttps://home.cern/about…

Qwant – The search engine that respects your privacy.
Qwant is a search engine that respects your privacy and eases discovering and
sharing via a social approach.

https://qwant.com/?q=SIVA%20AND%20CERN&t=web

CERN and Bible Prophecy
Is this site really dedicated to physics, or is it something else?

https://christianevidence.net/2019/05/cern-and-bible-prophecy.html
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HANKS, ROCKEFELLERS, CERN AND HOW ITS ALL RELATED

Der Freie
Hanks, Rockefellers, CERN and How Its All Related

https://www.bitchute.com/video/MbksXQCwiXYU/
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